Developmental and aging changes in the expression patterns of beta-amyloid in the brains of normal and Down syndrome cases.
Immunohistochemical staining with polyclonal antibodies to synthetic amyloid (residues 1-28 of A4) was performed on normal and Down syndrome brains from fetuses to adults. Positive staining appeared in the cytoplasmic processes of astrocytes in the subpial layer and white matter of developing brains, and reappeared in astrocytic fibers of the subpial layer as well as in cerebrovascular and plaque core amyloid in elderly brains. The reappearance of positively stained astrocytes and amyloid occurred earlier in adult Down syndrome patients. The results indicate that the A4 protein is a developmental protein, and its reappearance in Alzheimer and adult Down syndrome brains may be related to the regeneration process.